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T

alking from the urban
chic offices in Brøndby,
Managing Director of

Pedab Denmark, Kim Nielsen
explains the benefits of being a
value-added distributor for IBM.

In partnership with IBM, Pedab supports Business
Partners to advance their data-driven and digital
journey. For small, medium and large-scale
businesses in an array of industries throughout
the Nordics and beyond.

Kim Nielsen, Managing Director of Pedab Denmark.
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“We consider ourselves to be the
most innovative IBM Business Partner.
Teams in the US call us asking if we want to
be part of a new build-to-win. We love saying
yes to co-investing with IBM whether it’s a new
programmatic approach or new sales model.”
Kim Nielsen, Managing Director of Pedab Denmark.
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About Pedab
Pedab is a technology provider offering best-ofbreed IT solutions to keep organizations ahead of the
game. Founded in Sweden in 1993, their expertise
lies in four domains: Data & Analytics, Infrastructure
Solutions, Infrastructure Development & Retail. Every
day they help companies increase the security of
their business, advance their data-driven and digital
journey and simplify their infrastructure. Working
with the IBM Partner Ecosystem they offer everything
needed for a digital journey of transformation: the
skills, technologies and strategies. Turning ideas into
intelligent IT solutions that secure, digitize and AIenable businesses.
With headquarters in Stockholm, Pedab employs
130 personnel spanning across eight offices. Nielsen
describes, “We started in Sweden as an infrastructure
business and evolved into a software business which
expanded to Finland, Denmark, Norway, Iceland
and the Faroe Islands. We are also present in the
Baltic states of Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania and we
have acquired an IBM Partner company in France
for distribution.” Pedab has been an IBM Business
Partner since the company began 26 years ago and
has been part of the IBM Ecosystem since its fruition.

Nielsen reveals how Pedab stays ahead of the
game, “With many former IBM employees in our
company, we are co-investing with IBM in local
markets. Focusing on partner recruitment, partner
development, partner experiences and acceleration
space, as well as exploring innovative areas which
IBM hasn’t typically reached before.”
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Business challenge
There are three important business issues in today’s

“Funding new technology is a challenge for many

market that Pedab is trying to solve: new partner

companies today,” Nielsen affirms. “In the past,

acquisition, implementing the right solutions to

financing was more relevant for midsize and larger

accelerate customers’ digitization and getting small-

deals. Nowadays the challenge is getting the right

scale projects off the ground.

financial solution for smaller deals. That’s where we
come in,” enthuses Nielsen. “We help partners and

“Central to our business objectives is acquiring new

customers on the path to digitization through a number

partners.” says Nielsen “Over the next three years,

of IBM services and solutions, as well as financial

the partner landscape of IBM will be very different to

options through IBM Financing.”

today. New strategies are focusing more on the longterm business relationships and that’s where we play
an important role.”
“We are always trying to find new innovative ways
of helping our business partners and clients find the
solutions to digitize their business.” Companies want
to know how to keep up with future IT demands, find
the right cloud strategy, accelerate innovation, speed
up time to market and meet your evolving customers’
expectations. Also, how to re-think technologies like
cloud, AI and automation and of course, how to finance
this all.
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Solution

Pedab has solutions for all these business
issues.
“Firstly, we are continuously working with IBM to create
fresh ideas to help innovate, accelerate and scale

“Our aim is to find the
next unicorns of the
Nordics and ensure
they are building
next-generation
solutions on IBM
platforms or using
IBM technology.”

new business concepts. One idea being: the Business
Innovation Program.”

The Business Innovation Program
“The Business Innovation Program,” Nielsen describes
“is a joint venture between Pedab and IBM to help
companies accelerate and scale their business using IBM
technology services and resources.” With a dedicated
Business Development expert from Pedab backed with
IBM’s insight, expertise and proven capabilities, the
program helps design a secure and scalable IT platform
for innovation projects or start-up businesses within
emerging markets such as blockchain and AI. Nielsen
adds, “As part of this initiative, we work with local
innovation hubs like the AI Innovation House in Denmark,
who are already working with the innovative ecosystems.”
Pedab runs business framework workshops with the
aim to ensure alignment between the business and IT.
“We started this program in Denmark a year ago and we
currently have 30 companies taking part. Seven of which
are now engaged with the IBM Hybrid Cloud Build Team,”

Kim Nielsen, Managing Director of Pedab Denmark.

adds Nielsen.
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A great example of this, is a Danish automation building

Cloud Paks. Enabling them to move away from the product

company called ABP Consultancy (Agile Business Process).

side. Finnish company Intito are currently in the process of

Nielsen notes, “As a true IBM partner, they started in Denmark

trialing this new environment with Pedab.

and are scaling out to Sweden and Norway.”

Closing the deal

The Business Innovation Program has been made possible

Nielsen believes, “Being involved in a new IT business idea

thanks to IBM’s Champion for Growth program. A program

at the concept stage is extremely important. Thinking along

which allows highly skilled and experienced IBM employees

with a partner and helping them make the right decisions on

to pursue exciting opportunities by being placed at the core of

their digital transformation journey.” He also believes that the

a partners’ business. “In fact,” declares Nielsen, “We actually

financing of a larger IT project should go hand-in-hand with

have 2 IBM-ers working at Pedab for the next 3 years thanks to

this. Explaining, “This is the reason we have been including

this program.”

payment solutions from IBM Financing in our presentations

The future: Data Fabric

to business partners since 2017.” Giving partners a clear and
structured way of seeing the whole picture – both technically

As a distributor, Pedab has also started working with IBM’s

and financially. Right from the onset. According to Nielsen,

brand-new IBM Cloud Pak® for Data. Nielsen confides,

“The chance of getting a deal closed is significantly higher

“We offer companies the opportunity to apply automation

when we use IBM Financing.”

in this new environment. Taking them step-by-step through
the process and helping them test and demo new business
models based on data. Looking at variants including AIOps,
integration, security and GDPR governance.” He adds, “If the
company wants to move to a production environment, we help
them move to the cloud.” Pedab supports business partners
in getting trained and certified to have broader capabilities in
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“We believe in the
benefits of bringing
the financing solutions
to the table at the very
beginning of a project.
This enables companies
to efficiently align
their business model,
technology, metrics,
licenses and financing.”
Kim Nielsen, Managing Director of Pedab Denmark.

“This is how Pedab helps partners sign high value deals to
get the immediate investment they need to build big power
systems.” By spreading out payments, companies can
balance the income and outcome accordingly.
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Results
The results of all this hard work? The company is finding

Solution components

more partners to join the Pedab family. Partners are getting

Business Innovation Program

better trained and certified in Cloud Paks. More projects are

Champions for growth

being discovered by the Business Innovation Program. More

IBM Cloud Pak for Data

resellers are signing up on the Pedab digital marketplace.

Hybrid Cloud Build Team

Last but not least, more deals are getting signed thanks to

IBM Financing

IBM Financing. As a result of this, new and exciting
opportunities are being realized.
According to Nielsen “Pedab is breaking down the barriers
for growth. Our value is in helping to make companies
future-ready by implementing game-changing solutions
that support enterprises to grow.”
To find out more about what Pedab is doing right visit:
www.pedab.com
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About Data Fabric through IBM Cloud Pak®
for Data

About IBM Financing

Cloud Paks are IBM’s answer as to how you can

for credit qualified IBM customers to help them

gain agility and flexibility and accelerate innovation

acquire IT solutions without up-front cash outlays.

with AI and automation. Pre-integrated AI-powered

IBM payment solutions are available for server and

software, designed to run on any cloud environment

storage solutions, IBM and Red Hat® software and

and managed by a single intelligent control plane

services and can help start projects sooner, improve

to modernize your applications. As one cohesive

cash flow and enhance business results — including

plug and play platform build on Red Hat Openshift,

return on investment (ROI) and total cost of ownership

you can modernize with ease, predict outcomes,

(TCO). Payment plans can help align infrastructure

automate at scale and secure everything. For data,

investments with workload needs to provide increased

business automation, Watson AIOps, integration,

flexibility and agility. IBM can manage the complete

network automation and security. Cloud Paks removes

lifecycle of leased IBM hardware including several

silos and empowers growth and innovation across

end-of-lease options.

your enterprise, ultimately accelerating your digital
transformation.

IBM Financing offers flexible payment solutions
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